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Abstract
Along with more pre-designed and pre-verified cores
are integrated into a single chip to construct an entire
system, the test application time increases significantly.
This paper presents a novel test scheduling solution, unlike
previous techniques that take advantage of balanced scan
chains of every single core, utilizing the balance of
pairwise combined cores. Experimental results for two
ITC’02 SOC benchmarks show that the pair balance-based
test scheduling technique achieves less test time compared
to the previous approaches.

1. Introduction
The reuse of pre-designed and pre-verified intellectual
property (IP) cores is emerging as a promising solution to
tackle the increasing system design complexity. System
designers integrate various IP cores to construct an entire
system on a single chip, such a system is called
system-on-a-chip (SOC). While core reuse lets system
designers quickly build up an SOC, it complicates the test
situation. By default, input and output terminates of cores
do not directly connect to pins of SOC. To control and
observe deeply embedded cores, test access mechanism
(TAM) is needed [1]. In general, the architectures of TAM
can be categorized in two groups: bus-based and
network-based. CAS-BUS [2], Test Bus [3] and TestRail [4]
are typical examples of the first group, while
Network-on-Chip [5, 6, 7] belongs to the second group. In
addition to accessibility, isolation is required to separate
cores from its surrounding logic in certain test modes. The
test wrapper is responsible for separating cores from their
environments, as well as adapting the test width in case of
a mismatch between core I/O width and TAM width [8].
Examples are Test Collar [3] and TestShell [4].
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As test time is the vital factor impacting the test cost,
various techniques for reducing test time have been
reported in the literature. In the system level, scheduling
cores to test in parallel is an effective approach to shorten
test application time. In case of bus-based TAM, the test
scheduling problem can be formally stated as follows:
Given an SOC with N cores and total test bus width Wmax,
design optimal core wrapper and determine optimal
assignment of cores to test buses such that the total test
application time is minimized. Test schedule problem has
been mapped to well-known schedule problems that are
proved NP-complete, such as multiprocessor open shop
scheduling [9] and 2D/3D bin packing [10, 11, 12]. Then
the problem is solved with some heuristic optimization
algorithm, for instance, Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) [10],
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [13], Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) [14, 15], Genetic Algorithm
(GA) [16], Simulated Annealing (SA) [17, 18],
Evolutionary Strategy (ES) [19], and graph theory [20].
Some of these researches also take into account power
dissipation, route, area overhead, modular hierarchy, and
so on.
As all of the abovementioned approaches are based on
the balance of every single core, the test time of each core
in the SOC is determined by its longest scan chain, no
matter how short the other scan chains are. For hard cores
whose internal scan chains can not be partitioned,
don't-care (X) bits are padded in test vectors to guarantee
the scan chains to be full loaded at the same time. However,
don't-care bits cost vector memory depth of testers, as well
as prolong the test application time.
In this paper we will present a test scheduling approach
based on the pair balance of combined cores. Our test
scheduling technique balances the scan chains by
concatenating scan chains of paired cores, such that the test
time of the pairwise core is shorter than that of testing two
cores alone.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the vector feature of single balance and
pair balance-based test scheduling, respectively, and then
gives the pair balance-based scheduling scheme. Section 3
details the heuristic scheduling algorithm. Experimental
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results are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
provides some conclusion remarks and future work in this
direction.

2. Vector feature and the proposed test scheme
2.1. Vector feature
2.1.1. Vectors of single balance-based test scheduling
(SBTS). In general, don't-care bits in test vectors come
from two ways. The one is that the automatic test pattern
generation (ATPG) tools will produce some don’t-care bits
in the test vectors, which do not contribute to the fault
coverage. This type of don't-care bits are denoted as Xa
bits. The other is unbalanced scan chains, so test vectors
need to be padded with don't-care bits. This type of
don't-care bits are denoted as Xp bits.
Example 1: For example, Figure 1 illustrates vectors of
two cores. Core a has three scan chains of length 3, 8 and 6
respectively, and core b has three scan chains of length 9, 4
and 6 respectively. Vectors of core b are represented in
italic. Since lengths of scan chains in core a are unequal,
vectors of Sa1 and Sa3 are padded to the length of vectors of
Sa2. Hence vectors of Sa1 have five Xp bits and vectors of
Sa3 have two Xp bits. With the same reason, vectors of Sb2
and Sb3 have five and three Xp bits respectively. It is
evident that the better the scan chains are balanced, the less
Xp bits are padded, and thus less test time is needed.
Therefore, SOC integrators want scan chains as balance as
possible. However, when the number of test bus wires
assigned to a core is less than the number of core terminals,
it will be difficult to make all of wrapped scan chains have
equal length.
2.1.2. Vectors of pair balance-based test scheduling
(PBTS). The PBTS technique extends the single core
balance into pairwise combined balance of two cores. After
replacing Xp bits in test vectors with vector bits of another
core, vectors of SBTS is transformed into vectors of PBTS.
Since the number of don't-care bits in vectors stored on the
tester greatly decreases, the test time and vector memory
depth of testers required are both significantly reduced. For
example, Figure 2 shows the vectors of combined scan
chains of core a and core b in Example 1. Since the
shortest scan chain Sa1 is combined with the longest scan
chain Sb2, and the longest scan chain Sa2 is combined with
the shortest scan chain Sb2, the paired scan chains Sab1, Sab2,
and Sab3 are balanced. Compare Figure 2 with Figure 1,
5/17*100%=29.41% of test time and vector memory depth
are saved.

(a) Vectors of core a

(b) Vectors of core b
Figure 1. Vectors of SBTS

Figure 2. Vectors of PBTS

2.2. Test scheme of PBTS
The test architecture of PBTS is same as that of SBTS;
hence there is no more hardware overhead to achieve
shorter test time. However, we need to change the test
scheme to benefit from the compact vectors of PBTS. Here
we utilize TestRail [4] since it is flexible, scalable,
compatible with IEEE P1500 [21], and widely adopted in
literatures [5, 9, 22, 23].
Example 2: Figure 3 shows an example of the test
architecture with three wrapped cores and four TAM wires.
BRa, BRb and BRc are 3-bits, 4-bits and 2-bits bypass
register respectively. Core a has three scan chains of
lengths 6, 5 and 5, core b has four scan chains of lengths
4, 4, 4 and 10, and core c has two scan chains of lengths
5 and 5. Letter “I” in blocks denotes input cells, “SC”
denotes internal scan chain cells, and “O” denotes output
cells. Assume core a is paired with core b to make a
combined core cocoreab, then the test stimuli of core a (Va)
are combined with the test stimuli of core b (Vb). Since
core b is connected behind core a, Vb will be shifted from
core a to Core b such that the scan chains of core a and
core b are full loaded at the same time. After that, the test
stimuli are applied to core a and core b simultaneously, and
the test responses of core a and core b are captured
simultaneously. For the same reason, Va will go through
the scan chains of core b. Without lose of the generality,
assume the number of Vb is more than the number of Va,
then the test of core a will end earlier than the test of core
b. Assume the remained Vb are combined with the stimuli
of core c (Vc), since core c is connected behind core b, the
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combined vectors Vbc will first go through the bypass
register BRa of core a, then be shifted from core b to core
c.

Figure 3. Test architecture
The test time of cocoreab is computed as follows,
Tab 1  max max cosic ,max soca ,max socb

min #Va ,#Vb

(1)

 min max cosic ,max soca ,max socb
Where a and b are cores in the SOC, #Va and #Vb are the
number of vectors Va and Vb for core a and core b
respectively; cosic is the length array of the combined
wrapper scan-in chains of core a and core b; soca and socb
are the length arrays of the wrapper scan-out chains of core
a and core b respectively. In the case of scheduling a and b
first time, #Va and #Vb are the original number of vectors;
in the case of a or b haven been scheduled previously, #Va
or #Vb is the number of vectors remained. Since scan-in
and scan-out chains in equation (1) are wrapper scan-in
and wrapper scan out chains, the wrapper design procedure
presented in [23] is used to obtain sic and soc.
Let xabj be a 0-1 variable defined as follows:
xabj =1 if cocoreab is assigned to bus j
=0 otherwise
The overall test time of the SOC is:
T max ^¦Tab xabj `, a, b SOC and 1 d j d Wmax (2)
j

To minimize T, the PBTS algorithm is proposed to find
the best matched cocore, the optimal TAM assignment and
the test sequence of cocores.

3. PBTS algorithm
Instead of balancing scan chains of every single core,
PBTS attempts to balance combined scan chains of two
cores, then assigns TAM wires and schedules cocores to
minimize the test application time. Since test schedule
problem is NP-complete, a heuristic algorithm PSO is
applied to search the solution space to efficiently find an
optimal schedule. While in this work our PBTS algorithm
addresses test time optimization for hard modules with

fixed-length scan chains [22], it may be easily adapted to
address the test scheduling problem for soft modules with
flexible-length scan chains.
During the test plan searching process, PBTS needs
some searching metrics and strategy, therefore, two
important definitions and one strategy are given below,
Definition (Degree of Imbalance): The Degree of
Imbalance (DIB) is defined as the standard deviation of
scan chain lengths. For a wrapped core, DIB is the
standard deviation of wrapper scan chain lengths. For a
combined core, DIB is the standard deviation of the
combined wrapper scan chain lengths.
Definition (Degree of Time Approximation): The Degree
of Time Approximation (DTA) is defined as the distance
between two time instances, DTA=|T1 -T2|.
Strategy (Division and Union, D&U for short): In spite
of partitioning and assigning TAM wires to cores, we need
to merge the partitioned test width. Since the available test
width for a core is always equal or less than the width of
the free test width at any time point, TAM wires will be
divided more and more slim and fragmental, thus the
wrapper scan chains have to be concatenated to match the
narrow test width, which results in very long test time. By
setting up the upper limitation on the division index, the
partitioned test buses merge once the division index is
about to go beyond the upper limitation.
For the sake of the brevity, only two key functions are
illustrated in the following sections. The one is the Main
function, which callouts sub-functions to realize the PBTS
algorithm, the other one is the FindCocore function, which
searches for the optimal pairwise combined cocore with
Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO).

3.1. Main function
The PBTS algorithm has three major steps in the Main
function. Firstly, the InitialAssignment function is called to
assign test buses to a cocore such that the assigned cocore
has minimum DIB. Then the divison index (di) is
calculated, which determines to use DIB or DTA metric. If
di is less than its upper limitation (dimax), FindCocore is
called with parameter ‘BalancePair’ to pair cores and select
the cocore which has the minimum DIB; otherwise,
FindCocore is called with parameter ‘TimePair’ to pair
cores and select the cocore which has the minimum DTA.
In FindCocore, PSO algorithm is used to find the best
matched cocore. Finally, FineTune function attempts to
replace the cocore occupying the bottleneck test wires to
other free wires, in order to obtain shorter test time. The
Pseudocode of Main function is outlined in Figure 4.
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Main function
 core | tam _ use parameter of the core equals 1, ½
coreset ®
¾
¯core  SOC
¿
[testplan, coreset, remwires]=InitialAssignment
If remwires>0
While remwires>0
Add one wire to the bottleneck cocore
Calculate the new testtime
If the new testtime < the original testtime
Update testtime and testplan
Else
Break
End
End
Else
While coreset ! 1
If di<dimax
FindCocore(‘BalancePair’)
Else
FindCocore(‘TimePair’)
End
Delete cores in cocore from coreset
End
End
[testplan, testtime]=FineTune
Return testplan, testtime
Figure 4. Pseudocode of Main function
Where coreset is the set of cores that use TAM wires,
coreset is the number of cores in coreset, testplan is a
data structure that consists of items cocore, wire, starttime
and stoptime,
testplan.cocore ^cosic, corea , coreb , sica , sicb , soca , socb `
testplan.wire ^ j | xabj 1,1 d j d Wmax`
testplan.starttime the stoptime of the cocore
' s predecessor  1
ǂ
testplan.stoptime testplan.starttime  Tab  1

3.2. FindCocore function
FindCocore uses PSO algorithm to find the best
matched cocore. We first introduce PSO, and then explain
the FindCocore function in detail.
Particle swarm optimization is an evolutionary
computation technique that was first introduced by
Kennedy and Eberhart [24]. PSO is motivated by the
behavior of organisms such as fish schooling schooling
and bird flocking, which utilizes a population-based search
procedure. Comparison of stochastic local search and
population based search shows that the latter performs best
on problems with sharp gaps and outperformed by
stochastic local search only when there are many paths to
good local optima [25]. Another advantage of PSO is that
very few parameters need to be adjusted to work well in a

wide variety of applications.
In PSO, each individual, called particle or agent, of the
population, called swarm, is initially assigned a
randomized velocity and coordination, and then "flown"
through the problem space. Each particle keeps track of its
coordination in the problem space which is associated with
the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far. This
coordination is called pbest. Another "best" value that is
tracked by the global version of the particle swarm
optimizer if the overall best value, and its coordination,
obtained so far by any particle in the population. This
location is called gbest. At each time step, each particle
changes the velocity toward its pbest and gbest
coordination.
The velocity and coordination are calculated with,
vid = w*vid + c1 * r1 * (pbestid- xid)
+ c2 * r2 * (gbestd- xid)
(3)
(4)
xid = xid + vid
where vid and xid are the velocity and position of particle i
in dimension d, respectively; w is the inertia weight used to
balance between global and local exploration and
exploitation; c1 and c2 are acceleration constants which
represent the weighting of the stochastic acceleration terms
that pull each particle toward pbestid and gbestd positions;
r1 and r2 are two random numbers uniformly distributed
within the range [0, 1].
The Pseudocode of FindCocore concluding PSO
algorithm is as follows,
FindCocore function
For each particle
Initialize vid and xid
End
Do
wc=DesignWrapper [23]
For each particle
Calculate fitness value p *
If p is better than pbest
Set p as the new pbest
End
Set the particle with the best fitness value as the gbest
For each particle
Update particle velocity according to (3)
Update particle position according to (4)
Decrease inertia weight w linearly
End
While maximum iteration or minimum error is not attained
Calculate Tab with equation (1)
starttime the stoptime of the cocore
ǂ
' s predecessor  1
stoptime starttime  Tab  1
Return cocore, starttime and stoptime
* Depending on the parameter assigned to FindCocore,
BalancePaire or TimePair is called to calculate p.
Figure 5. Pseudocode of FindCocore function
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respectively. The maximum degree of division was
experientially set to the floor of Wmax/3.
Table 1 presents optimal results of different TAM width
for the two SOC circuits. We compare our experimental
results with the lower bound [9] and two efficient SBTS
approaches TR [22] and TCG [20]. The row LB is the
lower bound. The row TR and TCG is the experimental
results of TR and TCG respectively; bold italic entry of
PBTS lists our experimental results, T shows the
difference between the best PBTS solution and LB, which
is 'T TPBTS  LB LB 100% . The computation time

4. Experimental results

Experiments were performed with two ITC'02 SOC test
benchmarks d281 and f2126 [26]. In this work, we do not
address the hierarchical structure, the interconnect test and
BIST of the benchmarks. The PBTS algorithm is
implemented in Matlab version 6.1 [27], executed on a PC
with Pentium 4 1.4 GHz processor and 256 MB memory.
In our experiments, the maximum number of iterations
in PSO algorithm was set to 100; the desired error criteria
was 0; the number of particles was 20; the inertia weight w
of the best result is given in the CPU Time row. From the
was gradually decreased from 0.9 towards 0.4; c1=c2=2;
table, we can see that for the two benchmark circuits with
and Vmax=0.1* the number of remwires in each dimension.
all TAM widths, PBTS achieves the shortest test time
There were seven TAM widths 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56 and
compared to TR and TCG.
64. For each TAM width, thirty experiments were
performed, starting with a swarm and velocities uniformly
distributed within the range [1, Wmax] and [0, Vmax]
Table 1. Experimental results compared with LB [9], TR [22] and TCG [20]
Wmax
16
24
32
40
48
56
64
SOC

LB
TR [22]
TCG [20]
PBTS
T%
CPU Time (seconds)

d281

LB
f2126

TR [22]
TCG [20]
PBTS
T%
CPU Time (seconds)

7636
8276
8156
8029
5.15
3.7
335334
372125
357089
357089
6.49
7.5

5091
5550
5830
5550
9.02
3.3
335334
335334
335334
335334
0

3926
4163
4640
4163
6.04
4.1
335334
335334
335334
335334
0

3926
3926
3926
3926
0
3.8
335334
335334
335334
335334
0

3926
3926
3926
3926
0
4.6
335334
335334
335334
335334
0

3926
3926
3926
3926
0
4.3
335334
335334
335334
335334
0

3926
3926
3926
3926
0
3.3
335334
335334
335334
335334
0

9.3

7.7

10.0

7.8

9.7

8.2

The test plans of d281 obtained with PBTS are shown in
Figure 6. The label in each block is the sequence number
of the cocore, a/b means the two cores that the cocore
consists of, e.g. in (c), 5:4/8 means this is the fifth cocore,
which is formed by core 4 and core 8. When the cocore has
only one core, the label would be like I:a, for example, also
in (a), 6:4 means the sixth cocore only consists of core 4.
Data on the left side of the test plan indicates the TAM
wires. And the test stop time of each cocore is represented
in italic.

5. Conclusions

Figure 6. Test plans of d281

This paper has proposed a heuristic test scheduling
technique based on the pair balance of combined cores. By
replacing the useless don’t care bits with vector bits of
another core, the PBTS algorithm utilizes the don’t-care
bits padded in test vectors when TAM wires assigned to the
core are less than the number of core terminals, hence
reduces test application time and tester memory depth
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required. Moreover, while providing better test plans,
PBTS adds no more hardware overhead than previous
proposed single balance-based techniques. For two ITC’02
SOC benchmarks, experimental results of PBTS are
compared with the theoretical lower bound on test time
proposed in [9] and the experimental results of two SBTS
algorithms. Comparison shows that PBTS achieves more
efficient test plans than SBTS algorithms with various
TAM widths. Therefore, the technique proposed in this
paper outperforms other previously published single
balance-based techniques by efficiently exploiting the test
vector features.
As future work, we plan to extend the pair
balance-based test scheduling algorithm to consider power
dissipation, hierarchical structure, and interconnects.
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